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I have heard of using China [as the standard] to transform
the barbarians, but I have never heard of using the
barbarians [to transform China]. — The Mencius
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introduction

A Novel Time
China has often had a tenuous and uneasy relationship with its
neighbors. Early and pre-Tang records of the Chinese weltanschauung often
portray a multitude of approaches towards dealing with other ethnicities
– none of them integrative, and many of them founded on an assumption
of cultural superiority. While there were some early state-sponsored missions and policies that sought to create diplomatic ties and engage in trade
– Zhang Qian’s

As such, much of the trade and engagements came via private missions to
the Western Regions

. Literally meaning the "western frontier," it came

to symbolize the realm of the unknown, a region where Chinese culture

The fall of the Western Jin Dynasty
social, political, and religious changes that dramatically altered the Chinese
cultural landscape. While many of these changes can be witnessed in the
relocated dynasties of southern China, the most drastic changes were ultimately seen in the north. The prominence of what the Chinese termed “The
Valerie Hansen, The Open Empire: A History of China to 1600 (New York: W. W. Norton &
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(the Xianbei

, Xiongnu

, Jie

, Di

, and

Qiang
Asians into Chinese cities, resulted in foreign regimes that adopted many
developments from other cultural entities.
After the initial incursions stabilized the border between the north
and the south, northern regimes could no longer base their claims to legitimacy upon military conquest and successes and have “ armies with no
2

As a result, the foreign rulers and their ministers of state began

efforts to adjust their system of governance from a tribal, localized, and
militarized lifestyle to a sprawling sedentary polity in which power had to
be consolidated and centralized.

policies these empires enacted with regards to religion and its role in the
state. A substantial number of the emperors adopted Chinese norms and
standards, including its religions, political philosophies, and cultural

many in the populace,3 and many of these adoptions were intended to help

However, one adoption stood out as being particularly different

rituals, and leadership largely being derived from Central Asian and North2

Mark Edward Lewis, China Between Empires: The Northern and Southern Dynasties (Cam-

3

Hansen, The Open Empire
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penned by Chinese converts who took on an increasingly central role in
advocating for its usage in popular and courtly circles. Steeped in the ideent view of China’s place in the world and how states and rulers in China

and sinicized foreigners, particularly Daoists. Key among their many arguments was the notion that native Chinese institutions and traditions were

should adopt those instead while repudiating the inferior and unsuitable
foreign elements.
A demarcation developed between nativist elements abiding by
many of the simple ethnic stereotypes of the earlier dynasties and the more

These dueling views competed for the favor of the foreign emperors, some
of whom were eager to portray their land as either a righteous, sacred land

time harkened to a time when Chinese intellectual diversity was at its peak
– the Spring and Autumn Era

4
nature of courtly intrigues proved to be an impressive catalyst for talented
scholars, monks, and statesmen. Furthermore, the literature and political
stances taken on by the individuals during the Northern Dynasties served
as the basis for further religious debates and policies during the great unifying dynasties of the Sui and Tang took towards religion and the idea of
foreignness.
turation and assimilation - where the former denotes the adoption of Han
cultural behavior while the latter denotes actual ethnic change through intermarriage. As an example, many of the Xiongnu living at the latter end of
the Eastern Han Dynasty

had adopted Chinese customs and lifestyles

and had thus acculturated to Chinese norms, but remained ethnically distinct due to marriage within the community. On the other hand, the royal Li
family of the Tang was an example of assimilation, as they had a mixture
of both Xianbei and Han Chinese ancestry.5
sinicization to refer to acculturation to Chinese culture and hanicization to refer to assimilation to the Han
As a result, most policies intended to bring the non-Chinese ethnicities into accordance with Han Chinese norms during this period can be
termed sinicization (despite its Chinese synonym hanhua

, lit. “trans-

Marc S. Abramson, Ethnic Identity in Tang China (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylva5

Abramson, Ethnic Identity
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seen across the three hundred years of the period may be seen as long-term

emperors.

a relevant means of distinguishing those following Chinese cultural norms
from non-followers. Similar troubles arise when attempting to classify the
other ethnicities during this time period – Chinese historians often pejo-

foreigners (di

, rong

, yi

, man

, hu

phabet of Sanskrit Transliteration for Sanskrit as well as the Hanyu Pinyin
system for Chinese. All quotations where previous romanization systems
yin equivalents. Furthermore, due to its prevalence in Chinese historical
records, all Chinese characters will be rendered in Traditional Chinese.
Emperors will also generally be referred to by the historical convention by
which they are named. For example, Shi Le

will be referred to by his

personal name instead of Emperor Ming of Later Zhao
peror Xiaowen of Northern Wei

, and Em-

by his posthumous title instead

6
of Tuoba Hong

.

a close analysis of religious doctrines or dogma, nor to the metaphysical

courtly debates.

China is an issue fraught with anachronism – Campany notes that the very
term in Chinese (zongjiao
it, it “does not mean that they lacked some usages that are analogous – ones
that do something like the same work, ones invoked in the sorts of contexts
and

political and temporal nature of their apologists’ arguments.

History of Religions

7

chapter one

Encounters with the Ethnic Other
The position of the alien ethnicities in the views of Chinese in pre-Han
times was rarely positive, primarily due to the ample historical memories of
invasions by foreigners. An invasion by the Quanrong
to the killing of King You of Zhou

, the destruction of Haojing

and the subsequent relocation of the Zhou capital to Luoyi

served as a minister to Duke Huan [of Qi]

(modern

and became as a hegemon

over the nobles, uniting all under heaven. Were it not for Guan Zhong, we
would have unkempt hair and wear our clothes by folding them over the
Guan Zhong’s virtues are extolled because of his role in defending
the northern state of Qi against another potential "barbarian" takeover –
clearly, even the potential adoption of their dress and style was deemed as
something especially repugnant to Confucius, not to mention the prospect

that “barbarians [in the north and west] with their rulers are inferior to
2

2

Lun Yu
Lun Yu

. Confucius
. Ch. 3, Bayi

Another text attributed to Confucius’ compilation,
Xianwen

8
the Classic on Rites

, declares a fundamental incompatibility between

the Chinese and other ethnicities, and that “the Chinese, the Rong, the Yi

3

While Confucius’ sayings and aphorisms can only

Other do not seem to be particularly out of the ordinary for his time, and
can be seen as a strong indicator of an atmosphere that assumed an innate
cultural superiority over non-Chinese.
Despite Confucius’ pronouncements of Chinese cultural practices
being superior to foreigners, he seemed to postulate a cultural homogeneity
among Chinese that simply did not exist in China. There were many
differences between regions and the southern dukedoms of Chu
, and Yue

, Wu

in particular, were often seen as semi-barbaric by their peer

rulers. The Yue, for example, had a custom of tattooing – a distinctively nonChinese custom – and all three spoke languages that were unintelligible
to those in the Central Plains. Though they frequently rose to become
preeminent military powers and were thus subsequently recognized as
hegemon by the Central states, there was always a certain disdain by which
the South was viewed by others. Despite these condescending records of
interactions between Chinese and non-Chinese, it is impossible to consider
inter-ethnic relations a crucial priority of any Warring States-era dukedom
3

Erik Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China
John Knoblock, Xunzi: A Translation and Study of the Complete Works (Stanford: Stanford

9

towards non-Chinese and foreign policy became increasingly important.
Abramson argues that the Qin and Han, seeing themselves as a uniting

over areas in which only a comparatively small amount of settlers lived.5

culturally. During these two dynasties, however, control of the frontier
regions was subject to the raiding activities of the nomadic tribes (particularly

was predominantly motivated by the need to negotiate peace (as uneasy as

What is quite clear, however, is that the deeply-held defensive
posture that had been historically held by the pre-Qin states that composed
Northern China (Zhao

, Yan

successor. General Li Mu’s

, and Qin
of Zhao’s initial conservative strategies

against the Xiongnu during the Warring States Period in the 3rd century
served as an example for future engagements with them. Emperor
Qin Shihuang’s momentous construction of the Great Wall can be seen as
particularly salient indicators of a Chinese fear of the marauder, and an
5

Abramson, Ethnic Identity
John E. Hill, Through the Jade Gate to Rome
Shi Ji
. Sima Qian
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overall antagonistic depiction of non-Chinese. Military expeditions against
the Xiongnu were rarely successful, with the First Emperor’s own efforts
ending in miserable failure.
The successor Han Dynasty’s own dealings with the Xiongnu did

relationship with the nomads, albeit one that was far more damaging to the
Han. Under the heqin

policy, the Chinese were effectively in a tributary

relationship with their adversary. The fact that the agreement of this treaty
came only after military losses strongly suggests that a negotiated peace
was hardly the preferred option for the Han.8
being subservient to a foreign state led to later Han emperors to consider
engaging other tribes in diplomacy in an attempt to secure allies for a

was perhaps the beginning of regional geopolitics in Chinese statecraft,
Emperor Wu of Han
on a mission to propose a military alliance with the Yuezhi

9

/

Xiongnu. While Zhang Qian’s primary mission ended in abject failure, the
information he received and his chronicles were said to be well-received by
the emperor.
Despite the emerging contacts with neighboring nations, a memorial
8
9

Hansen, The Open Empire
Hill, Through the Jade Gate , xi
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Chronicle of the Western Regions in the Book of Later Han
continues to demonstrate a condescending tone in Chinese descriptions of
and
paternalistically described the Rong and Di as being able to be “subdued by

Chinese Han. Even a century later, a diplomatic mission from Khotan was
received by a decree of Emperor Wen of Wei

stating, “the Western

barbarian kings who have come, in admiration of Kingly Transformation,
from the [Di] and the [Qiang] praise the Odes and Documents of the Sages
continuing the perception that foreign rulers greatly
adored the ways of the Chinese and constantly sought to emulate them.

Eastern Han , however, they posed little threat to the Chinese state for the

leadership position of chanyu
position, its occupant’s power limited to a few allied tribesmen and the
Many Xiongnu remained in the

A History of Early Chinese Buddhism, trans. Leon Hurvitz (Tokyo:
Hill, Through the Jade Gate, 5
The Rise of the Medieval Hsiung-nu: The Biography of Liu Yuan

-
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and Honey estimates that there were over a hundred thousand living in
the northern prefectures at the time of the abolition of the chanyu. Despite

, a descendant of

A key development that foreshadowed similar societal trends for
future non-Chinese who came in close contact with Chinese was that the
Xiongnu were no longer the nomadic marauders so feared by the Han

many Xiongnu had served in the Chinese governmental bureaucracy and
military and were well acquainted with Chinese customs and government.
Nevertheless, they still retained their potent military capabilities, especially
their legions of calvary.
While the Wei and Jin Dynasties remained a strong state, it was hardly
an attractive target for attacks by the Xiongnu and other barbarians at the

as a combination of consort clan intrigues and regional ambitions resulted
in the princes of the Sima clan unleashing their private armies upon each

Princes
between barbarians and Chinese, with the latter employing copious
numbers of foreigners in those private armies. The heir-apparent Sima Ying

13

Sima Yue

actively utilized Xianbei and Wuhuan

calvary in

order to gain a military advantage.

name was based upon a claim that he was descended from the Liu house of
the Han Dynasty. His invasion though, presaged another important change
from the invasions by his ancestors a few hundred years previous: This
time, foreign regimes had full intention of staying. As a man reputedly wellversed in the Chinese classics and histories (the Records of the Historian
and the Book of Han
the Commander of the Left Section under Emperor Wen of Jin

. His

biography in the Book of Jin

proclamation as the King of Han

Heaven

:

. Furthermore, the vicious destruction between members of

the imperial Sima clan only served as further proof of their lack of virtue
and benevolence.

Nicola Di Cosmo, Military Culture in Imperial China (Cambridge: Harvard University
Honey, The Rise of the Medieval Hsiung-nu
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subservience, and the noble lineage of the chanyus restored to power.

past, and the restoration of the Han ruling house would help satiate the
wishes of the people.
and King Wen of Zhou

were both from

that “[The Mandate of Heaven], then, is given to the virtuous, with no
As a result, there was no restriction against Heaven
bestowing upon barbarians the right to rule.
Several conclusions may be derived from these pronouncements.
Firstly, Liu Yuan was simultaneously attempting to assert himself as the

as the leader of two compatible, yet very dissimilar groups. No attempt at
explaining the contradiction of being the leader of two groups are made,
nor to account for the possibility of presenting himself as a leader ethnic
groups other than these two. Also of note is Liu’s refusal to acknowledge his
emperorship as a successor to the Jin Dynasty – rather, he portrayed himself
as assuming the throne of Han, speaking towards a wish of assuming the
mantle of a successful dynasty. Furthermore, his citation of Yu the Great
and King Wen demonstrate a keen awareness on the part of his strategists
about the prevailing cultural uncertainty towards the prospect of a foreign

15
leader, and sought to neutralize those doubts by pointing out that two of
the most esteemed rulers in Chinese history had come from areas that were
not the Central Plains.

for leadership is uncertain – his troops repeatedly failed in their attempts

of Luoyang – proving the formidable advances the foreign tribes had made
in military organization power, especially compared against the hapless Jin.

for the Xiongnu, however, and the state that Liu Yuan had founded split into
two warring factions – one under the Liu family, and the other under Shi
Le. Despite the fracturing of his legacy, the positions Liu and his advisors

reluctant Chinese proved to be enduring questions for other foreigners that
followed, seeking to establish kingdoms in China.
For as the War of the Eight Princes proved, the Xiongnu were hardly
the only major foreigners with interest in Chinese affairs or territory: the

merely to act as mercenaries, but as active participants in the scene. The
Xianbei were substantially different from the Xiongnu in several substantial

16
ways: They were semi-sedentary, with a history of established settlements
on the northern periphery of Chinese civilization. They also lacked the
extensive negative historical baggage that the Xiongnu carried with them;
as such they were able to coordinate military and political actions with the
Jin princes to an extent that may not have been possible with the former.

the capital alongside the Chinese.
faction led by the Tuoba/Tabgatch

tribe had also taken advantage of

the chaotic situation in the north to defeat most of the other non-Chinese
polities and began to lay the infrastructure for establishing a much more
stable dynasty than its predecessors.
The events of the fourth century proved that areas that were
traditionally deemed the heartland of China were no longer solely
inhabited by Chinese – the bewildering number of different ethnicities that
were militarily and politically active then in the area are numerous. Old
assumptions of cultural superiority could no longer work; not when Chinese
ministers now served under foreign emperors and Chinese citizens were
drafted into foreign militaries. There now became a need for reexamining
of ethnic stereotypes and to reevaluate inter-ethnic ties – a need which

Hansen, The Open Empire
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chapter two

Buddhism and its Appeal
Amid all the chaos that engulfed China, one development progressed

swath of Chinese society. What made the popularity of the faith among

did it become popular?

myriad of local practices in China may not have been particularly clear to
Book of
Later Han records Prince Liu Ying
along with other rituals dedicated to Huang-lao

– a coupling which has led Zürcher to argue that the

2

Would Liu Ying have continued to

perform his ceremonies with such fervor if he had known of the extensive

originated from a land even beyond the Western Regions? This ambiguous

Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China
2
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-

3

creasingly aware of their own foreignness as new sutras and missionaries
arrived – in part due to frequent embassy exchanges between the Jin and
Central Asian kingdoms. China was becoming less insular; trading cara-

items, and missionaries arrived.

-

eigners in urban areas quickly led to temples and congregations which were
able to widely disseminate teachings and attract Chinese converts. While

have remained small, the existence of Chinese men and women willing to
accept foreign monks as their spiritual masters – and several, out of respect,
even adopted their masters’ foreign appellations (such as
5

This was hardly an inconsequential

practice for people deeply steeped in a culture that valued ancestral traditions and the continuation of the family line.
tence of a growing feeling that the adoption of foreign practices was hardly
3

5

Kathryn Ann Tsai, Lives of the Nuns
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itarian ideals, which began to stand in stark contrast to the staunch ethno-

take an ethnocentric stance, not when many of the most esteemed masters

ence of Chinese disdain for other cultures was still ever-present, and recon-

charges that the religion and its practices were fundamentally inferior and
incompatible with Chinese people and their traditions.
xiao

accomplish.

-

ferences and convince literati and plebeians alike that one could be both

dhist apologists almost never criticized Chinese customs as being immoral
How
Master Mou Removes Our Doubts

(a work likely of third-century

Kenneth K. S. Ch’en, The Chinese Transformation of Buddhism (Princeton: Princeton Uni-
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pothetical question from a Confucian standpoint. “How can you speak so
Mouzi’s responses quote profusely from the
trines in an attempt to demonstrate compatibility.

tions in order to make the religion more accommodating to Chinese cultural norms,8

were written in foreign scripts, most of the translators were from faraway
lands, and much of the vocabulary could not be translated but could only be
approximated through transliteration and commentary. However, the sheer
amount of foreign material and personnel that were now sacred forced a
-

in fostering an environment in which ethnic origin was de-emphasized.
John P. Keenan, How Master Mou Removes Our Doubts (Albany: State University of New
8

Hansen, The Open Empire
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That this multiculturalism was established among a relatively small
tion of foreign ethnicities that occurred immediately after this period is all
the more remarkable. The years that followed marked the true expansion of
the religion, so much so that Zürcher termed the time around 300 (the fall of
ment as part of Chinese culture.9

-

cussions became something of a hobby for disaffected scholars and gentry.
Under the practices of qingtan, foreign teachings lost much of their stigma
and rather provided fresh perspectives for many of the literati, especially
compared to Confucianism.
cal power, and by the end of the fourth century a rather large amount of

by foreigners in North China – roles which they would not have proven
so attractive for the Chinese regimes previous. Among these were foreign

several reasons for their powerful role in the foreign regimes, especially related to warfare, rain-making and medicine. Perhaps a shamanic penchant
9

Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China
Arthur F. Wright, Studies in Chinese Buddhism, edit. Robert M. Somers (New Haven: Yale
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for miracles and wonders drove the popularity these monks received, as

changing supernatural powers supposedly possessed by foreign monks.
As rulers of kingdoms in which military expeditions were commonplace,

Fotudeng

-

state founded by Shi Le. His biography in the
Biographies of Eminent Monks

describes him as a diviner of events,
and a converter of
-

ence in the narrative is also seen in the alleged discovery of one of his stupas

the perception of it is clearly enough to convert rulers. Fotudeng is seen as

He provided the impetus for many donations to the community in Luoyang, and sometimes even serves a role akin to that of a military strategist
for the Zhao court, cautioning the ruler on which competing states were too

23
strong to conquer.
Similar pronouncements of political intimacy can be seen in the othof
other foreign monks living around the early Northern Dynasties, includ-

is said that upon “encountering the person with divine understanding and

So fearful was the king of losing

that he ordered his assassination rather than have him leave his court.

as having been the primary focus of a military dispatch by the ruler of the
Former Qin

, Fu Jian

of many subsequent rulers. Even accounting for embellishments typical of
Chinese religious histories, the level of imperial support can be witnessed
in the copious funding for the translation projects undertaken by monks
such as these.
dhist records are the descriptions of many as members of the royalty or nobility of the countries they came from, attributes which undoubtedly raised
T’oung Pao

Gaoseng Zhuan

Huijiao

24
their prestige among the rulers that employed them, but also served a key
role for the Chinese audience. The early 2nd century translator An Shigao
was recorded to be the crown prince of Parthia
was said to be the son of a Kuchean princess while many more not from

presenting the clergy as “[leading] useful, creative and well-disciplined
Huijiao’s emphasis of these points were particularly salient, for his
records of the foreign monks serve to counter widespread stereotypes of
reotypes that continued to persist even two hundred years later during the
Tang.
Overall, it can even be said that the biographies of Fotudeng and

than spiritual or religious ones – indicative of the deep level of integration
between state and religion that was forming in the Northern regimes. Religion, then, was not particularly valued for its eschatological or inspirational
value, but instead for the political opportunities it could offer to the state,
-

Wright, Studies in Chinese Buddhism,
Abramson, Ethnic Identity

25
different role of the religion in the state.

chapter three

The Need for State Ideology

and others were often the founders of short-lived regimes and as a result
had little consistency in their claims to legitimacy, typically basing it upon a
patchwork of both foreign and native traditions. We have already discussed
Liu Yuan’s claims to both the chanyu title of the Xiongnu as well as the title
of prince in the Chinese tradition; similar patterns can be seen in the early
Northern Wei’s continued use of qaghan

as an appellation to their rul-

ers’ titles and the Former Qin and Northern Zhou’s exclusive use of the
title tianwang

.

their rule as an outgrowth of their foreign traditions, and the Chinese title
of wang

huangdi

As the establishment of foreign regimes in China became the norm
rather than the exception, they began to adopt many of the qualities that
native Chinese regimes possessed, including native titles. These were clear
attempts to outdo the others in order to cement their reputation as the legitimate successor to the Chinese dynasties of antiquity, and they were particularly conscious of the fact that a large state (successively, the Eastern

Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society

27
Jin, Song

, Qi

, Liang

, and Chen
-

ally adopted many far-reaching changes that set the foundations for a state
ideology.
The adoption of a state ideology was hardly new, and had been a
common practice among Chinese polities – especially polities that had

within this framework. While Qin Shihuang
ories which certainly helped solidify his control of governmental apparatus and ascribed an almost too-mythical status to the imperial person – the
short duration of the dynasty he founded meant that there was little in its

Qin by its successor dynasty likely did not help improve its image either; as
a result, we should look to see how the Han adopted its preeminent ideology (Confucianism
lized it.

set forth earlier and the minister Dong Zhongshu

-

28
successfully lobbying for the adoption of Confucianism as a state ideology.
Policies which had incorporated some measure of Confucian ideas had already been adopted during the previous reigns of Emperor Wen and Jing,
but under Emperor Wu Confucius himself became an object of adulation
and worship, Confucian texts were widely circulated and their scholars employed at court. “Having secured the kingdom by war he could not keep

2

Securing peace, in this case, took the form of several reasons and

motivations behind Emperor Wu’s decision to patronize Confucianism,

ism and an assertion of a superior system of governance.3 The brand of
Confucianism cultivated during the Han also featured a strong sense of
nostalgia for the traditions and rituals of the past - particularly those of the
Zhou - and much Confucian activity was dedicated to the preservation and
elucidation of Zhou rituals.

5

foreign regimes of the Northern Dynasties, but with additional consider2

John K. Shryock, The Origin and Development of the State Cult of Confucius (New York:

3

Denis Crispin Twitchett et al., The Cambridge History of China: The Ch'in and Han Empires
5

Nostalgia for the ways of the ancients would also prove to be one of the main argu-

component of Chinese life in the past, it could not be deemed sagely.

29
ations not present during the Han that needed to be taken into account.
Firstly, the Northern empires all controlled lands that included not
only members of their own ethnicity and Han Chinese, but also varying
populations of Jie, Qiang, and numerous other ethnic minorities. The ruling house was also invariably an ethnic minority, too. Consequently, the
state had to devise a stance that included all of its ethnicities, and not set
itself in direct opposition to any particular one. This inclusiveness was a
later development – early Northern states with a focus on military might
had hardly been kind to those of other ethnicities. As an example, the Later
Zhao ruler Ran Min

was well-known for his genocidal xenophobia,

and massacred some two hundred thousand foreigners living in Yecheng
in 350.

Rulers could no longer take the same stance as the Jie ruler Shi Hu

excellent religion to patronize, rejecting an argument by his minister Wang
Du
foreign god… and he is not one whom the emperor and the Chinese should

Foreigners would no longer feel inferior in their religious and moral practices to the Chinese – not when they were of the same
Lewis, China Between Empires
Wright, Studies in Chinese Buddhism, 58-59

30
faith.
tion of the empire – a crucial development in establishing the permanency
of the regime. This was not an easy transition of course; trading an evermoving tent city for the trappings of grand wooden halls and lofty pavilions was oftentimes seen as a betrayal of the roots of the ruling ethnicity.
However, pragmatic considerations won out in the end, and the longerlived dynasties after the Later Han/Zhao all chose varying cities – many of

government. An immediate consequence of this establishment was the role
of ideological buildings in the new capital – temples, academies, pagodas,

was very important given the utter devastation many key Chinese cities
were found in, and building them would have represented the authority
and stability of the new state, in addition to the religion and teachings they
served for.
Finally, the Northern empires were keenly aware that they did not

The aspiration to completely unify China drove many of the emperors to favor ideologies which possessed some measure by which they could display
themselves exemplar for a sagely ruler that was divinely inspired to rule
the country. They hoped to portray their rule as one endowed with benevolence and morality and as such far more deserving of acceptance those of

31
other rulers.
While Confucianism remained a mainstay of imperial legitimation
in Northern China, the debates and memorials at court do not, in my opinion, demonstrate a substantial Confucian faction that was arguing for their
governing ideology. Wright termed it at this point in history “discredited in

8

dhists had gradually developed answers grounded in their religion to
many of these questions about the role of ideology.9 Their arguments for
their religion’s suitability were composed of several arguments which tried
to reconcile a fundamentally foreign worldview with Chinese traditions – a
fact which can be distinctly seen in apologetic works as well as biographies
of the foreign missionaries in China.

8

dent streak that was observed in the south, where the institution was gradually seen as
separate from the state itself. The intertwining of church and state was always a given in
9

32
as being innately superior to those of other cultures, nor did they see the

example, is recorded in the Biographies of Eminent Monks
dhism to the Rong and Mo

-

peoples as well as Chinese, though a hint of

Chinese paternalism on the part of Huijiao can still be noted in his concluEven
ter locus of civilization – a cultural view most evident in the self-appellation

upon their geographical location relative to China, the center. Mouzi argues

Zürcher considered this re-centering of the Chinese worldview to be “a novum in Chi-

The foreign was no longer
something to be abhorred or to be kept distant, but rather, a quality which
might even be of greater importance than indigenous ideas.
As Confucianism was the last ideology which had been able to unify
-

Wright, Studies in Chinese Buddhism,
Gaoseng Zhuan
Keenan, Master Mou
Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China,

33
more extensive explanations of Confucius’ ideas , and Sun Chuo

(300

that Confucians had
merely “grasped the letter but not the spirit of the [Duke of Zhou’s and

-

There is no more than a nominal difference between the exoteric [teachings

their beliefs as uniquely suited to governance. Several other factions existed
as well, striving for power among the court and gentry of the Northern empires. The most prominent of these were the Daoists

, who portrayed

themselves as the champions of a strong and revitalized Chinese state, as
well as a nativism in opposition to what they deemed undesirable practices
ism as a social force had a comparably shorter history than those of the

tradition for its present-day advocates. Contrastingly, the tenuously Daoist
Keenan, Master Mou
Monumenta Serica

34

movements of the late Han and early Wei were militant movements with

as well as Zhang Daoling’s

organization (the “Way of Five

in Sichuan serve as two of the most apparent

practitioners of Chinese traditional religion (particularly those following

canon and doctrines in order to formulate continuity and consistency within itself as well as to engender a greater appeal to the populace.
During these years, Daoists had also changed from the millenarianism that had characterized so many of their early leadership and instead began being politically active, in large part due to its attractiveness to the intellectual and political elite of the Northern Dynasties, especially those that
stitutional clout in the form of numerous monasteries and facilities, though

counterpart.

Taoism under the T’ang

35

sought to make his own stamp on Northern Wei Daoist doctrines by forging
dhist ideas in classics such as these was common-place at this time20, but

Some

a litany of reasons grounded in their own liturgy as well as Chinese traditions against them.
cally included:

Classic on Laozi Transforming the Barbarians

-

quently inferior to his original teaching, embodied in Daoism.
nese traditions, and would be detrimental to the establishment of an or-

clergy removing themselves from productive society and popular funding
of temples was far too extravagant.22
Wang Zhongluo

Weijin Nanbeichao Shi

20

T’oung Pao
Taoism
22
Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China

(Shanghai: Shanghai Ren-
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23

Further-

more, it brought disaster upon any country in which it was reverenced.
-

mean greater state contributions for religious endeavors like the building
of temples or the widespread printing of sacred texts, which in turn would
help propagation efforts geared towards the populace. Religious efforts to

These efforts took shape in the form of numerous memorials and petitions
to the emperors over four dynasties and two hundred years, and the per-

of the northern regimes was their overall autocratic rule of the monarchs
themselves. While the emperors of the south were frequently reined in by
the power of the aristocratic families there, those in the the north had no
such inhibitions; the ministers and monks served at the whim of the emper-

the advice of Fotudeng and other eminent monks, they were nevertheless

23

Keenan, Master Mou
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and the monks were credited with preventing further excesses of

despotic rule.

on to the Northern Wei and its successor states. Chen argues, in particular

hesitant to articulate a political view against that of the state due to their
outsize dependence on state appropriations relative to independent sourc-

their hopes of propagating the faith on this reliance and dependence on the

Church’s position, and permitted themselves to become subservient to the
Daoists were subject to the aegis
of the rulers as well – as we shall see, many Daoist advisors encountered
severe hardships once the winds of imperial opinion changed.
These are considerations we must take into account in putting the
mately, they were not seeking institutional independence but rather greater
integration with the state. Their debates, though long fought over the span

the actions the current emperor took, but did not contest the effects of the
25

Wright, Studies in Chinese Buddhism,
Kenneth K. S. Ch’en, “On Some Factors Responsible for The Antibuddhist Persecution
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies
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actions taken, whether they were positive or negative for their faction. With
the knowledge that could be highly inconsistent from one emperor to the
cessor to rescind policies unfavorable to them.

of these empires – the Northern Wei, and the Northern Zhou, with some
short analyses of events in the other regimes. The former was decidedly the
most stable and dominant of the Northern dynasties, with a rule spanning
over a century and over ten emperors. Furthermore, its sinicization poli-

remained after its eventual breakup. The Northern Zhou was a product of
the breakup, and its existence, though short, directly preceded the unifying Sui Dynasty. As a result, the actions taken by Northern Zhou emperors

Sui policy, and indirectly, Tang policy.
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chapter four

Ideology in the Northern Wei
The early years of the Northern Wei were remarkably conventional
and did not see the establishment of any distinct ideology as a foundation
of the state, though an attempt at providing both a foreign and Chinese
background for his dynasty’s legitimation can be seen in his selection of the

the mantle of both the Wei dukedom during the Warring States Period as
well as the regime that was founded by Cao Pi

The found-

ing ruler Emperor Daowu’s
were mostly concentrated on resettling the nomadic Tuoba tribe to districts
in the newly established capital of Pingcheng

(modern Datong

in 398.2 Overt sinicization was not a priority or widespread occurrence – in
fact, Dien records the Xianbei as distinctively keeping their style and manner of dress3, perhaps as a sign of differentiation between the rulers and
the ruled. As an indication of the imperial family’s indecision between a
nomadic and sedentary lifestyle, the empire initially did not make concrete
provisions for the food supply of the three hundred thousand residents of
Du Shiduo

Beiwei Shi

(Taiyuan: Shanxi Gaoxiao Lianhe Chubanshe,

2

Wang Zhongluo

Weijin Nanbeichao Shi

3

Albert E. Dien, Six Dynasties Civilization

(Shanghai: Shanghai Ren-

Pingcheng. The Northern Wei continued to rule the empire like previous
ones had by means of military might, only allowing for non-Chinese to be
administrators of the military garrisons that governed the empire.
Despite the uncertainty between the old and new ways, religion
soon began to play an important role in the new regime even in conjunc-

as it had already become well-established under the missionary efforts of
Fotudeng and Dao’an.5 The Treatise on Buddhism and Daoism

in the

Book of Wei describes the Tuoba as “from the Western Regions they were

Consistent with the
lack of description of large-scale religious activities undertaken by Daowu
described by Wang and Du, the Treatise attributes his early inactivity to the

Daowu, however, seems

5

Lewis, China Between Empires
Leon Hurvitz, Wei Shou: Treatise on Buddhism and Taoism (Kyoto: Jimbungaku Kenky-

– one in the Book of Wei and one in the Guang Hongming Ji. Citations of the Treatise will
generally be from the Book of Wei unless otherwise noted. Ware and Hurvitz have both
published translations of a large portion of the Treatise, but the latter one-third has oddly
been left untranslated by both.
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8

Northern Wei could potentially be a result of the preferential treatment accorded to the religion by the other regimes it had displaced. Hurvitz pro-

ruler such as Yao Xing

.9
-

the regime not yet determined as one based on Chinese traditions, the em-

For example, Emperor Taiwu
by Kou Qianzhi and Cui Hao into an ardent Daoist, was recorded as a follower of his predecessors in participating in a large-scale celebration of the

and Central Asia that had been celebrated by distinctively foreign rulers
such as Shi Le.

8
9

-
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all, a ritual with symbolic and practical meaning, rather than a stringent

-

tutions clearly subordinate to the state – Chen notes that the chief of monks
“became a member of the imperial bureaucracy and was obliged to carry
out all the orders of the government. Furthermore, he was obliged to com-

treatment by the authorities – indeed, it was hardly a novel approach
among most Northern states. What was unusual, however, was the associa-

Faguo
rulai
He also explained his reverent bows to the emperor by asserting that “he
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Coupled with the preservation of Xianbei language and customs noted earlier, such religious pronouncements indicated that the early stances of
the Northern Wei was to preserve – perhaps even celebrate – non-Chinese
customs while adopting new means of legitimation. While administrative
changes were modeled after Chinese bureaucracy, the very nature of the
regime continued to be foreign.
However, the balance between Chinese and foreign would be called
into question as the Northern Wei consolidated its rule under Emperor Taiwu, grandson of Daowu. The ruling Tuoba clan were fully aware and cautious of any potential threat posed by the heterogeneous groups residing in
their empire – Liu quotes Taiwu complaining to the southern Emperor Wen
of Song

-

Li Guorong

Foguang Xia De Diwang

Bulletin of the Institute of History and Philology
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Taiwu’s sentiments demonstrated a severe mistrust of many of the
diverse and disparate groups in his empire, an attitude likely born of not
just of the Gaiwu Rebellion that Liu cites, but also several other reasons:
Firstly, the empire’s establishment at the end of the fourth century had still
left it just one state in the north among many other states, and both Emperors Daowu and his predecessor Mingyuan
to engage in bloody military campaigns against the remaining kingdoms in
the north, almost all of which were ruled by foreigners. These campaigns
were partly due to the fact that the establishment Wei state itself was still
precarious – the Rouran

-

terattack them resulted in the loss of many soldiers to the harsh winter.

sixty thousand mounted warriors – with this event coming right before the
accession of Taiwu to the throne, Zhengxiang Chen concludes that it likely
had an immense effect on the heir and would have motivated him to seek
retaliation.
This hostility toward other ethnicities was coupled with the increasing acceptance of Chinese advisors into the Wei court, an occurrence that
was inevitable given the adoption of Chinese institutions required talented
gaged in occupations such as explaining the classics and histories or strateChen Zhengxiang

Caoyuan Diguo: Tuobawei Wangchao Zhi Xingshuai
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gizing for the emperor. However, the legacy of the Han Dynasty’s patron-

and Emperor
Daowu, quoted by Zhang from the Book of Wei:

man’s spiritual wisdom?’
Li Xian replied: ‘Only the classics and the books. [These
are] the canon of the Three Sovereigns and the Five Emperors,

emperors to Confucianism, this passage also reveals another development
in ideology – the explicit linking of Confucianism to a Chinese identity. The
Three Sovereigns

include Fuxi

and Shennong

, both unique

cultural heroes to the Chinese and in the case of the former, attributed to be
the writer for the Confucian-emphasized Classic of Changes
Emperors, on the other hand, included the Yellow Emperor
and Shun

. The Five
, Yao

,

– all reputed to be ancestral rulers of the Chinese. Li Xian was

not merely suggesting Confucianism as a means to govern the empire – he
Zhang Jinlong

Beiwei Zhengzhishi Yanjiu

(Lanzhou: Gansu
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was suggesting Emperor Daowu implicitly take on the mantle of a Chinese
monarch, and rule according to uniquely Chinese ways.
While Emperor Daowu did not explicitly invoke Confucianism in

study of the classics with up to three thousand students. However, his
grandson proved to be far more susceptible to Confucian cajoling than

before, Daoists too had argued that they were representatives of China’s
intellectual tradition, and Kou was a clear example of the Daoist appropriation of Confucianism.
Kou was by all accounts an extremely quixotic personality. Apart
from the aforementioned self-authoring of Daoist texts, he later claimed to

Laozi (the Grand Supreme Elder Lord
However, his
views were not limited to doctrinal issues, and a key stance of his was that
Daoism should be used to support the governance of China, thus drawing

Hao
the Book of Wei describes as having an extremely positive response to Kou’s
teachings, stating that “the emperor felt that it was pure and quiescent and

Li Guorong

Foguang Xia De Diwang
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20

Daoism that he changed his era name (nianhao

to parallel the epithet

taiping zhenjun
daochang
southeast of the capital staffed by a hundred and twenty priests and with
rituals taking placed throughout the day and night.
port of the Daoist center, and continued to advise Taiwu in a role that was
not unlike that of Fotudeng at the Later Zhao court. Kou imbued his statements to the emperor with a substantial amount of spiritual terms – in a
response to an imperial inquiry about an impending military campaign,
Kou replied: “Victory is certain. Your Majesty in spiritually entrusted with
martial might and is compliant with [Heaven’s] plan, and should use mili-

-

cementing his role as a Daoist ruler.22 The Treatise
and banners used at these events were green, “following the color of the

20

22

Hurvitz, Wei Shou,
Wei Shu
. Wei Shou
Weishu Shilaozhi Yanjiu
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inspired Daoist rule was greatly facilitated by the sponsorship of Cui, but
Cui seems to have been the actual instigator of Taiwu’s increasing hatred of
23

. Apart from his angry remonstrations in court to Tai-

it was an intensely personal hostility: Cui’s biography in the Book of Wei
records his wife Guo as being particularly fond of reading and reciting the

Cui Mo

25

There

may be many reasons for his hostility, but a deep-seated derision of “bar-

Taiwu’s infatuation with Daoism and his trust in Cui eventually be-

them were recorded in the Treatise

the vain falsehoods of the Western barbarians and recklessly create disaster

However, the
23

Li Guorong
Foguang Xia De Diwang
Wei Shu
. Roll 35

25

Hurvitz, Wei Shou,
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tion to put down a rebellion led by Gai Wu

. The edict proclaimed:

Formerly, a reckless sovereign of the Latter Han (Em-

and deceit. On the false pretext that he had dreamt of them,
he served the malignant demons of the barbarians and thereby disturbed Heaven’s order. From of old the Nine Provinces
had never had such a thing in their midst… The way of the
demons prospered, and looked upon the law of kings as it
were nought. Since then each age has passed through disorder and calamity…
…We have received the Heavenly line, as it has
chanced, amid the evils of exhausted fortune. We desire to remove the false, establish the true, and restore the rule of [Fu]
Xi and [Shen]Nong. We will completely shake off the barbarian gods and annihilate their vestiges, and thereby, We hope,
have no occasion to beg forgiveness of the clan of Feng (Fuxi’s

bronze, they shall be executed with their whole households.

50
one questions the barbarians of today, they all say that they
do not have such. They are all the work of followers of men of
the former age of Han, two unreliable youths, Liu Yuanchen

used the emptiness of Lao and Zhuang, and arbitrarily grafted
them together and added to the product; they are completely
untrue.
…When there are extraordinary men, only then can
there be extraordinary acts. Were it not for Us, who could do

dhist reliquaries, images, and barbarian scriptures are to be
out distinction of youth or age, be buried alive.

Taiwu was now seeing himself not as a foreign ruler of an alien land
but as a Chinese ruler no more alien than the Han emperors – and certainly in his own eyes more righteous than they were. The emperor in the
edict seems almost apologetic to the ancestral founder Fuxi, as if it was

51

but rather a heathen Chinese perversion of the true teaching of Daoism –

speaks to a need on the part of Taiwu to maintain a religious orthodoxy

a persecution that was not launched out of an economic need, unlike those
initiated by Emperor Wu of Northern Zhou and Emperor Wuzong of Tang.
While Cui Hao was the catalyst behind the persecution, Liu conjectures that Taiwu’s broader negativity towards all things that were foreign
was in part due to the ethnic background of the rebels participating in the

sistance against Taiwu during his campaign in the Northern Liang.28 Liu
paints a picture of an emperor who began to equate all things foreign as

-

decision to destroy enemies from a rival ethnic group by crushing the reli29

The immediate effects of

, who while powerless to stop the edict was able to delay its implementa28
29
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tion long enough so that many monks could go into hiding – some to the
southern regime, others to Central Asian kingdoms such as Kucha.
Though devastating, the persecution quickly ended after Taiwu was
. Tuoba Huang’s son Tuoba
Jun

took the throne as Emperor Wencheng

and immedi-

ately rescinded the proscription edict. Wencheng was a generous patron of

the spread of the religion to levels even greater than before the persecution. Just thirty years later, Wei Shou estimated that there were two million
monks and nuns in the country during the reign of the sinicizing Emperor

32

Despite these visible signs of success by a foreign faith, the debate
on the position of foreign practices was hardly over and would be revisited
under the successor dynasties of the Northern Wei.

30

Li Guorong

Foguang Xia De Diwang

piler of the Tuoba family’s ancestral histories, he apparently made derogatory comments
about several of the ancestors and was executed for lèse majesté. Might it have occurred
family? Unfortunately, we have no record of the offending statements.
32
Jacques Gernet, trans. Franciscus Verellen, Buddhism in Chinese Society: An Economic History From the Fifth to the Tenth Centuries
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chapter five

Further Northern Developments
Due to imperial neglect and abuse of the frontier garrisons of the em-

enlisting the help of the Jie under Erzhu Rong

, however, the court

unwittingly sealed their own demise. After the quelling of the rebels, Erzhu Rong quickly entered Luoyang in 528 and executed much of the court,
but was then murdered himself by the puppet emperor Xiaozhuang
that he had installed on the throne. What ensued was a decade of
struggle as two generals of the Northern Wei, Gao Huan
and Yuwen Tai

in the east

in the west, set up rival regimes nominally under the
While these generals

were content to rule behind the scenes, their sons Gao Yang
Wenxuan
respective states, creating the Northern Qi

(Emperor

soon took over control of their
and Northern Zhou

re-

continued to maintain large armies in preparation for campaigns against

Northern Wei under emperors such as Xiaowen, and heralded an era similar to that of the Sixteen Kingdoms period, with the mutual competition
Lewis, China Between Empires
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initially, in the mold of the Northern Wei in that most power was centralized in the ruler and the court was merely ancillary to him.
However, several large changes had taken place in the eight decades
that had elapsed since Emperor Xiaowen’s sinicization efforts. Chief among

Xianbei to adopt Chinese customs, language, and culture (as well as promoting hanicization
a dichotomy between the Xianbei elite in the capital, who had become almost Chinese in habit, and those in the frontier and border provinces who
had not heeded the edict. As a result, foreigners espousing Chinese ideals of
governance was no longer as novel as it had seemed during Taiwu’s reign.
As both of the generals who founded the two successor dynasties to the
Northern Wei came from the frontier outposts, they were not particularly

certainly so.

where representatives from both factions would engage in discussion of
the relative merits of their religions. These debates were rarely substantive
in nature and frequently devolved into debates over whether Laozi had
scending into puerile name-calling are not uncommon. Despite the seeming
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and Daoists could express their differences and allow for the emperor to observe as well. As Kohn puts it, “[the debates] were, in fact, power struggles
2

A

major example of these debates was the exchange between the Daoist Jiang
in 520 which was moderated by Emperor Xiaoming of the Northern Wei

. The emperor

lived contemporaneously.

“Jiang smiled and replied: ‘Laozi entered the West and
transformed the barbarians…They were obviously contemporaneous.’
The Dharma Master [Tanmozui] asked: ‘How do you
know this?’
Classic on Laozi
Opening the Heavens

[the reign of] which Zhou king was Laozi born? And during
which Zhou king’s [reign] did he enter the West?’
yinmao year, the third year after King Ding of Zhou’s assumption of the throne [he was
gengchen
2

Livia Kohn, Laughing at the Dao

56
3

and thereafter went with the commander of the San pass, Yi
Xi, to enter the West and transform the barbarians. This is suf-

This was a direct move to counter Tanmozui, who had dated the
-

peror was ultimately unconvinced by Jiang’s arguments. The Classic on Laozi
Opening the Heavens

offenses worthy of “extreme torture and consignment to prison for execu-

-

Opening the Heavens is a devious book to confuse and cause chaos in the

interceded on

3

Ji Gujin Fodao Lunheng Xu

. Daoxuan
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Jiang’s behalf and he was ultimately spared the death penalty.5 Another loss
by the Daoists in a debate sponsored by Emperor Wenxuan of Northern Qi
in 555 resulted in the emperor ordering "that the hair of Daoists

Emperor Xiaoming’s actions were an example of a growing familiar-

dhism. Emperor Xiaojing of the Eastern Wei

held a series of
-

Emperor Wen of the Western Wei, on the other hand, would recite the Lotus
Sutra

8

The exchange also reveal that Daoists continued to press the issue of

of simply lambasting it as a foreign perversion, they took on a different

was just Laozi under a different name and attempted to reinforce the notion that though the teachings he taught were similar to those of Daoism,
5

Anthony C. Yu, State and Religion in China: Historical and Textual Perspectives (Chicago:
Li Guorong
8

Foguang Xia De Diwang
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in fact a teaching preached by Laozi for the extermination of the barbarians,
and “what then could be greater folly than to introduce this deadly weapon
9

To bolster their claims, Daoists relied on a multitude of texts,

including the Classic on Laozi Opening the Heavens mentioned earlier as well
as the Classic on Transforming the Barbarians
apologists. The latter read, in part:

hard and without decorum. The gentlemen of Shenzhou (Chi-

-

When he came to the throne, Emperor Wu of Northern Zhou’s
position was extremely similar to that of Emperor Taiwu over a cen-

9

Erik Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China, 305
Li Guorong
Foguang Xia De Diwang
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ambition to unify it, and both had Daoist advisors with whom they were
very close. Also like Taizu, Wu saw the need for an orthodox ideology by
which to govern and unite the country. Unlike Taiwu, however, Wu seems
to have favored Confucianism early on – Zhang notes that he would often
gather a meeting of his ministers to court to hear him lecture on the Book of
Rites.
Though Wu was favorable to Confucianism, he did not seem to pos-

showed a penchant for believing in prophecies. Worried about a prophecy

Daoist talismans and registers and dressed in their ceremonial robe and

, the latter of which
lished with the emperor as head, due to the toll monks, nuns, and temples
exacted upon the national economy.
-

that while “Confucianism and Daoism have been venerated in this country

Kohn, Laughing at the Dao
Li Guorong
Foguang Xia De Diwang
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Surprisingly, however, the emperor’s desire to place
Daoism to the same exalted position as Confucianism was thwarted by
Zhen Luan’s

Laughing at the Dao

, which managed to point out

dhism’s introduction.
Wu treated the debates with perhaps greater importance than did his

-

Compared to Taiwu’s persecution, however, it was relatively bloodless – monks
and nuns were defrocked instead of executed, but large numbers of temples
and associated properties were appropriated by the state.
dhism – while Emperor Taiwu did not take economic principles into account when he suppressed the religion, Wu may have been motivated by

Kohn, Laughing at the Dao
Wang Zhongluo

Weijin Nanbeichao Shi
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means to an end rather than the sole goal of uprooting all that was alien.
His pragmatic approach can also be observed in his desegregation of the
imperial armies from foreign and Han division into an integrated unit – integration greatly improved the military performance of the army.

Beizhou Shi

(Xi'an: Shaanxi Renmin Jiaoyu Chubanshe,
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chapter six

The Challenges of Unity
The interaction between religion and the state in Northern China
proved to be a major point of divergence from that of the south. There, Daoism never reached the level of courtly acceptance that it did in the north –
certainly never to the point where it could persuade rulers to take punitive

independent streak divorced from imperial control, resulting in an institution that did not see itself as closely intertwined with the fortunes of the
state. The submission of Huiyuan's Treatise
ence Kings

-

to the emperor would not have been possible in

the autocratic north, and stood in stark contrast to Faguo's assertion that the

The establishment of a consistent state ideology based on ethnicity
seems to also played a far less prominent role in the south, perhaps a result
of its unique claim to Chinese-ness – it did not have to struggle with its own
ethnic position in China as much as the ruling families of the Northern Wei
and Zhou did. Despite this, polemical debates nevertheless persisted in the
south, with many treatises and letters exchanged between apologists on
both sides. Prominent among these was the furious debate over the Daoist
Treatise on Barbarians and Chinese

. Though
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due to its barbarian origins and "abstruse and strange" practices.
opted by the Song dynasty.
Perhaps the biggest difference between the northern and southern

religious experience – a series of events in which he not only illustrated

of the religion. Few of the Northern emperors demonstrated similar levels
of dedication to the faith, especially faith that was not solely motivated by
dhist temples in his empire, Emperor Wu also attempted to ordain himself
as a bodhisattva according to a ritual he personally developed,

texts."2 That meant that his ritual included the emperor himself prostrating

-

Kohn, Laughing at the Dao
2

State and Court Ritual in China, ed.
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wu and Wu of the major Northern dynasties, and so alluring to Emperor
Wu of Liang, reemerged as a major issue in the Tang Dynasty though it was
never a particularly relevant issue during the short-lived Sui. However, the

Wen of Sui

envisioned the role of religion in his empire, and the

A key distinction between Sui rule and those of the northern dynas-

assert their independence – certainly a development acquired from south-

political activity. Coupled with the Yang’s family personal faith in the reli-

state policy, and Emperor Wen enacted many policies that distinguished

Some of these policies did not depart from the traditions of Northern
sored temples and relaxed restrictions on the ordination of monks. Others,
however, clearly indicate an approach to religion adopted from the south.
For example, monks did not have to reverence the emperor, and he seems
to have believed in the equality between “the secular power of the Sui court
3
3

Another indication

Victor Cunrui Xiong, Emperor Yang of the Sui Dynasty (Albany: State University of New
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dhist monastery was ordered to be built at the base of each of the Five Sacred Mountains

of Confucianism and Daoism. Wright views this as a
-

dous inroads a once-foreign religion had made into the Chinese realm of

universalist ideals along with frequent mentions of unity in an attempt to
unite the disparate units of his empire under a singular ideology. However,
the greatest indicator of Emperor Wen’s comfort with foreign ideals can be

the Sui government built thirty grand stupas throughout the country and
-

5

Wen had died and his son Yang Guang

The

taken the throne (as Emperor

Yang of Sui
unprecedented number.
5

Arthur F. Wright, The Sui Dynasty
Jinhua Chen, Monks and Monarchs, Kinship and Kingship

-
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dhism, he frequently made attempts to limit the monks’ and monasteries’

wishing to revert to a Northern-style system.
While the Sui emperors made little compunction about adopting
non-Chinese practices, the Li clan that founded the Tang Dynasty was particularly insecure about their non-Chinese origins, a fact that certainly factored into the ideological adoptions that they made for their regime. Ac-

-

8

Like

became a monk.9 However the Li’s family ancestry and background was
the subject of much doctoring in the dynastic histories, especially as they
attempted to demonstrate their nobility to be equivalent to the entrenched
aristocratic families of China.
As part of this ennobling attempt, the Li family declared themselves
descendants of Laozi (whose common name was held to be Li Er
subsequently pronounced Daoism and Confucianism “to be the twin pillars

8

House," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
9

Perspectives on the Tang, ed. Arthur
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, the grand astrologer to Emperor Gaozu

. Fu Yi’s arguments hardly broke new ground and in-

cluded both economic and nationalistic sentiments. Wright summarized the
latter as an argument “for the superiority of Chinese thought and institu-

Fu proposed the emperor to “proclaim the non-doing (wuwei
(lit., lilao
self-change, and to enforce Confucius’ rites of love and respect to [cause] all

request for the emperor to “request the barbaric and deviant teaching of the

Though none of Fu Yi’s proposals were ever adopted in their entirety,
they demonstrate the sheer persistence of nativist ideals almost three hun-

important political motive to distance themselves from all things foreign,
ics of their legitimacy and skeptics of the imperial clan’s position of power.
Small wonder, then, that Taizong

emphatically agreed with Fu Yi’s

Stanley Weinstein, Buddhism Under the Tang (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
Wright, Studies in Chinese Buddhism
Guang Hongming Ji
Daoxuan

68
Gaozu and Taizong both enacted measures to
limit the size of monasteries and the number of monks and nuns, and this
became standard policy for the early Tang until Taizong’s later patronage of
the great pilgrim and monk Xuanzang

.

battle to serve as a chief source of ideology for the imperial court. Confucian

rituals for the Tang and subsequent dynasties, and adaptations were made
to emphasize the universality of Heaven and Confucian ethics. Though

role became increasingly limited to the personal faith of the emperor rather
than a source of political legitimation for a dynasty. However, the issue of
ist Emperor Wuzong

would use it as an excuse to launch the third
had

become an integral part of Chinese society, and its revival after the persecution demonstrated its assimilation to Chinese culture.

Weinstein, Buddhism Under the Tang
China's Cosmopolitan Empire: The Tang Dynasty (Cambridge: Har-
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chapter six

Conclusions
The frequent changes of emperors during the Northern Dynasties
consistent. Nevertheless, its popularity among many foreign rulers demonstrated that its mixture of both Chinese and non-Chinese elements was
appealing for those who wished to reconcile their own non-Chinese identity with the cultural practices with the people they governed. Subsequent
rulers of China who found themselves outside of mainstream Confucian
ideals - rulers such as Wu Zetian

or the Mongol and Manchu emper-

of the northern emperors.

assimilating pressures, the stigma of being foreign become increasingly ir-

criticized by Daoist polemicists. Furthermore, the growing familiarity that
Chinese had of other ethnicities that had begun during the Northern Dynasties reached its zenith in the Tang, making foreign sculpture, music, and
even language popular among Chinese. Though crude stereotypes still per-

70
ment between China and its neighbors; an accomplishment of the Tang that
the Han despite all its glory was always unable to achieve.
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dynasties mentioned

Dynasty

Founder (Ethnicity)

Dates

Zhou
Western Zhou
Eastern Zhou
Qin
Han
Three Kingdoms
Western Jin
Northern Dynasties
Former Zhao
Later Zhao
Former Qin
Later Qin
Northern Wei
Eastern Wei
Western Wei
Northern Qi
Northern Zhou
Sui
Tang

220 – 280
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